In the field of spintronics, the archetype solid-state two-terminal device is the spin valve, where the resistance is controlled by the magnetization configuration. We show here how this concept of spin-dependent switch can be extended to magnetic electrodes in solution, by magnetic control of their chemical environment. Appropriate nanoscale design allows a huge enhancement of the magnetic force field experienced by paramagnetic molecular species in solutions, which changes between repulsive and attractive on changing the electrodes' magnetic orientations. Specifically, the field gradient force created within a sub-100-nm-sized nanogap separating two magnetic electrodes can be reversed by changing the orientation of the electrodes' magnetization relative to the current flowing between the electrodes. This can result in a breaking or making of an electric nanocontact, with a change of resistance by a factor of up to 10 3 . The results reveal how an external field can impact chemical equilibrium in the vicinity of nanoscale magnetic circuits.
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magnetohydrodynamics | supramolecular chemistry | electrochemistry S pintronics (1, 2) is a mature research field in solid-state physics, with important electronic device applications. Spindependent transport studies in a liquid environment are much scarcer, and still rely on solid-state spintronics devices concepts. For example, giant magnetoresistance or tunnel magnetoresistance spin valves (3) are used for detecting the stray magnetic field (4) of nearby micrometer-sized (bioactive) magnetic beads (5) . The objects studied are significantly larger than the molecular scale, owing to the predominant concentration gradient and Brownian forces exceeding by orders of magnitudes the magnetic force experienced by paramagnetic molecules (6) . However, miniaturization of ferromagnetic elements below the micrometer range provides opportunities for enhancing the magnetic force field, making the detection of single spin possible (7) . We propose here to use such a nanoscale enhancement strategy to investigate how the realization of very large magnetic field gradients can impact the properties of paramagnetic molecules, in particular by modifying their chemical equilibrium. An external magnetic field controls the magnetization direction of ferromagnetic immersed electrodes, with a related large change of the magnetic forces in their vicinity. This modifies accordingly the chemical stability of the solution, in the interesting case where paramagnetic molecules are essential to the construction of a conductive molecular-sized system. The resulting metallic nanobridge therefore exhibits electrical properties tunable through a change of magnetic orientations of the electrodes. While it relies on a totally different physical origin, this is the chemical analog of a solid-state spin valve device.
We illustrate this concept by presenting magnetoresistance (MR) results for a Ni-based nanobrige separating two nearby Ni electrodes immersed in an electrochemical solution. The experiments are based upon reduction (oxidation) of Ni ++ ions (Ni metal) on these electrodes used as working electrodes kept under potentiostatic conditions in an electrochemical cell, with MR investigations performed after an electrodeposited metallic Ni bridge is stabilized between the two nearby electrodes. Lab-on-chip microfluidic circuitry directs the electrolyte flow (Fig. 1) , with an external valve system allowing change of the chemical environment. Since measurements are performed in situ in an electrolyte, we take advantage of microfluidic control of the composition of the bath to reveal unambiguously how a change in the chemical bath impacts the MR properties.
The two facing planar electrodes are first patterned with a typical separation in the 50-to 100-nm range. They serve as working electrodes (W 1 and W 2 , Fig. 1 ) and share the same imposed potentiostatic conditions for reducing metal ions in solutions. Electrodeposition of a metallic film of thickness in the range of the separation between electrodes results in the fabrication of a metallic nanobridge (Fig. 1) . Full data and details for fabricating Ni, Co, or Ag metallic nanobridges down the few atoms size are presented in our previous work (8) (9) (10) (11) , and more details are given in SI Text. More specifically, diminution of the initial gap between the two nearby patterned working electrodes occurs by reduction of Ni ++ ions under constant negative potential V close , referred to a Pt or Ag/Cl electrode (R, Fig. 1 ). It results in electroplating a Ni film of 20-to 50-nm thickness over the whole surface of the two electrodes W 1 and W 2 . A small superimposed monitoring ac excitation between W 1 and W 2 provides a diagnostic of the impedance separating W 1 and W 2 and reveals the making or breaking of the Ni bridge. A clear transition from a capacitive behavior to a purely resistive contact occurs below several kiloohms impedance value. The ac conductance plotted in Fig. 1 corresponds to the real part of the impedance diagnostic measurement and is not indicative of the dc electrolytic current in the cell. If a less negative voltage is
Significance
The magnetic gradient force field offers numerous possibilities to position and manipulate magnetic nanoparticles, but has limited influence on paramagnetic molecules in solutions. We argue here that proper design and miniaturization of ferromagnetic electrodes create huge force fields in their vicinity, tunable by an external magnetic field. We illustrate this concept by presenting how the conduction of a Ni metallic nanobridge is drastically modified by the Ni redox reactions equilibrium shifted under magnetic control, creating the chemical equivalent of the solid-state spin valve device. While the importance of the magnetic field amplitude on chemical reactions is well documented, our findings suggest that the magnetic field gradient can become a dominant influencing factor on chemical reactions at the nanoscale. applied, the contact can reopen when oxidation of the metallic Ni bridge prevails, at V open . Control and stabilization of the contact impedance is obtained by an iterative step approximation. The typical procedure is to close a contact, and then reach a potentiostatic condition to a value V stable , using 10-mV step increments, until the conductance of the nanometer-size Ni bridge remains stable over a typical 10 3 -s time scale, with the sample impedance in the range 10-1000 Ω. The MR properties are then measured under external magnetic field sweep or magnetic field rotation, furthermore monitored while exchanging the high concentration Ni electrolyte with a solution containing the boric acid buffer only, keeping the bath pH around 4. Data are shown in conductance values in units of the quantum of conductance G 0 = 2e 2 /h ∼ 1/13 kΩ, following the literature of quantum ballistic transport studies in metallic nanocontacts (12) .
Changing the direction of the saturating applied magnetic field has a dramatic influence on the conductance of Ni nanocontacts (Fig. 1) . For sufficiently large field values (0.8 T in our case), the electrodes are magnetized in a well-defined saturated state along the applied field. Changing the field direction results in switching between the OFF conduction state of the sample when the field is longitudinal to the current direction (zero angle), and the ON state when transverse. The ON/OFF conductance ratio reaches 10 3 , limited by the OFF leakage current resulting from the finite impedance between working and reference electrodes (measured in a typical 10 5 -Ω range by impedance spectroscopy at frequencies below 1 kHz). Fig. 2 corresponds to the data shown in Fig. 1B , with a reconstruction of the AMR curve from the time-dependent angle of the applied field synchronized with the time-dependent sample conductance values (Fig. 2B) . The large oscillations disappear when the closed ON state is realized with the buffer electrolyte only present in the solution (Fig. 2, region II) . For bulk metallic Ni, the AMR does not exceed a few percent, and follows a simple cos 2 shape, signature of the influence of spin-orbit interactions on diffusive electric transport (13) . This is indeed observed in the AMR reconstruction curve of region II (Fig.  2C) , confirming that the sample is made of a metallic Ni contact, and that magnetostriction artifacts do not affect the observed properties (14) . A remarkable recovery of the large AMR properties is found when reinserting the Ni ions in the solution (Fig. 2, region III) .
Another set of experiments was performed under variable magnitude magnetic field, which is the typical magnetoresistance measurement method for spin valve devices (Fig. 3) : The MR curves in regions 1 and 2 of Fig. 3A reflect the AMR properties under the assumption that the low-field magnetic configuration does not correspond any more to the well-aligned saturation state. For the case of Fig. 3 , a low conductance is expected in the longitudinal magnetization state pinned at high fields. Partial magnetization rotation occurs at lower fields, with the transverse orientation increasing significantly the conductance, as previously indicated in the data of Fig. 2 (15) . The data of Fig. 3 B and C also confirm the impressive long-term device stability: The memory of the MR properties of the first stage of the experiment (region 1 of Fig. 3A) is nearly perfectly recovered in region 2 even though the contact spent 600 s opened (OFF state) when Ni ions were eliminated from the bath. A closer inspection of the evolution of the AMR after exchanging the solution reveals that the disappearance (reappearance) of the large AMR is 
where μ 0 = 4π 10 −7 H m −1 (16) . This "magnetic field gradient force" is proportional to the product of the scale-invariant field B with its gradient ∇B. The latter increases when decreasing the size of the system, and is therefore exacerbated at the nanoscale. This force prevails over forces related to the magnitude of B, and not its gradient. Magnetohydrodynamics usually refer to the Lorentz force, with the magnetic field modifying the trajectories of the electric current lines, and creating convection possibly modifying electrochemical equilibrium (17) or imposing chirality (18) when significant current densities are involved. In our case, with plating current densities not exceeding 5 μA/mm 2 , the Lorentz force density remains below 100 N/ m 3 (for our magnetic field in the 1-T range), shown below to be several orders of magnitude smaller than the gradient force near our nanostructures.
Quantitative insight of the predominant magnetic gradient force in our device geometry is obtained using a micromagnetic code, which accounts for the structure of the magnetization and the resulting magnetostatic field (19, 20) (see details in SI Text). We limit ourselves to the saturated state, expected for Ni when applied fields exceed 0.5 T, and corresponding to our AMR experimental conditions. This avoids ambiguity in the conclusions, as our modeling does not require any hypothesis for the magnetic configuration at low fields, where the relaxed state can be highly dependent on nanoscale minute defects in the real material geometry (Fig. 1A) . We find that our planar electrodes design creates a gradient field exceeding 10 7 T/m. Such huge field gradients rival the highest values reported in the literature on single-spin detection using scanning probe techniques (7, 21) , where the highest magnetic gradient is a prerequisite for measurement sensitivity. The force field directions and amplitudes in our calculations are illustrated in Fig. 3 , using a dimensionless susceptibility Cχ m = 7.5 10 −5 for a 1.8 M Ni ++ paramagnetic ions concentration taking into account the diamagnetic property of water (see details in ref. 6 ). When the electrodes are magnetized along their length, or in a longitudinal direction with respect to the current direction, the force field of approximately radial symmetry reaches a magnitude of 10 9 Nm −3 . It exceeds by three orders of magnitude the largest value we found in the literature (22) . The transverse magnetization case produces a local inversion of the force field, being now repulsive for ions residing at the edge of the nanogap, with magnitudes similar to the longitudinal case (Fig. 4 , with more details in Fig. S2 and Table S1 ).
While magnetic forces are commonly used for positioning micro-or nano-size magnetic particles, they cannot stabilize molecules: A single paramagnetic molecule, with a spin S (not exceeding a small multiple of 1/2), cannot gain more than 1=2g 2 μ 2 B SðS + 1ÞB 2 =3 k B T energy when attracted by a field B at temperature T. This is in the range of the Zeeman splitting energy, not exceeding the milli-Kelvin energy range in fields of the 1-T range. Magnetic fields can possibly modify chemical reactions rates and yields when they proceed via spin correlated radical pair intermediates. These spin chemistry effects (23) can occur in a wide range of applied fields, depending on the thermodynamic or quantum mechanical mechanism involved. The smallness of the Zeeman splitting magnetic energy can require rather large magnetic fields (of the order of 10 T) to impact the reaction (24) . The hyperfine field, typically of the order of 0.1 T, can also significantly modify the lifetime of radical species, in the so-called "normal magnetic field effect," extensively studied for photosynthesis. Lower-field effects, down to submilli-Tesla field range, are of increasing importance, owing to the societal concerns about their effect on health (25) . Note that these effects are unlikely to apply to our case, where the nanogaps always experience a significant field of 0.4-1 T for AMR studies, whatever the orientation of the external magnetic field is. Furthermore, correlated radical pairs typically result from a photoexcitation process, not applying in our case.
The thermal energy scale of 300 K also relates to Brownian motion, which controls diffusive forces, of the order of RT∇C per unit volume in a gradient of concentration ∇C. There is general agreement in the literature (6, 22, 26, 27 ) that the diffusive forces dominate magnetic forces by orders of magnitude. Our scaling reasoning, explaining the numerical enhancement of the magnetic force field for our case, also applies to the diffusive forces. Magnetic gradient forces can nevertheless modify the convective flow around the electrodes in the presence of a transverse concentration gradient of electroactive species, possibly increasing the concentrations gradient and therefore enhancing diffusion (27, 28) . Indeed, electrochemical studies showed that magnetic gradient (29) or Lorentz (30) (negligible in our case) forces near working electrodes can possibly change the residency time of paramagnetic species at the electrodes and shift the kinetics and equilibrium of the reactions (see, for example, refs. 22 and 28 and references therein).
In our case, with force fields larger by orders of magnitude, the magnetic gradient force must impact even more the chemical equilibria of the redox reactions (Fig. 4) . The observed hysteresis in the AMR curves of This provides a straightforward rough estimate of the contribution of the magnetic field to the free energy of the system, i.e., on the order of 10 kJ/mol (∼100 meV/molecule), tunable through magnetic control of the electrodes. This value is large enough to overcome an energy activation barrier, modify significantly the reaction rates, or provide opportunities to (de)stabilize weak chemical bonds. For example, we recently found that a magnetic (sub)layer was necessary to self-assemble highly conductive supramolecular architectures between electrodes with nanoscale separation (31) . As this particular selfassembly is controlled by the presence of paramagnetic radicals, their attraction to magnetic electrodes might drive the delicate chemical equilibrium toward self-construction. More generally, the stability of supramolecular architectures, where energetic contributions to the total free energy of the order of k B T can significantly impact the molecular configurations, can therefore become sensitive to the magnetic forces at the vicinity of magnetic nanostructures. This opens interesting possibilities for acting on chemical processes relevant to life sciences, where supramolecular interactions prevail (32) .
The field of magnetophoresis, currently implicitly related to magnetic manipulation of nanoparticles, is hereby extended to magnetic forces on paramagnetic molecules in solution, where extreme force field conditions in the vicinity of magnetic nanostructures can be generated without the need for a very large external magnetic field source. We have shown here that this phenomenon can be used for creating new types of spin-sensitive devices. We also propose a tabletop tool and methodology for influencing chemical reactions. Our findings suggest that the reaction yields or the chemical equilibrium, known to be sensitive to the magnetic field magnitude when intermediate radical species are involved, can also be influenced by the gradient of the magnetic field.
